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COVID-19 RESPONSE



1. Promotions are Working Right Now. Data below from remarketing platform Criteo 

shows that consumers have made an extremely rapid shift from in-store to online 

shopping through the Coronavirus outbreak. OpenMoves has seen this shift across 

a number of clients, including the major impact and success of new ecommerce 

promotions. All ecommerce brands should consider an aggressive and contextually 

relevant promotional strategy to respond to Corona. 

2. Develop a Clear Corona Message. Ecommerce advertisers of all sizes and types 

must adjust messaging to match the current landscape gracefully. You don’t want to 

appear tone deaf or profiteering. Language and promotional concepts that just a month 

ago seemed great may now seem inappropriate or irrelevant. Your brand can still 

have fun or playful messaging about new situations like working from home and social 

distancing, and many brands are finding success with messaging about how they’re 

giving back. AdAge is maintaining a regularly updated list of brand responses to Corona 

that marketers can reference for guidance on tone and creative. 

3. Push for Cheaper Media Cost. Data from our own analysis and industry sources 

shows that as advertisers pull out of the market and reduce budget, the cost of media 

across platforms and industries is falling. Now is the time to push for more clicks and 

impressions at a cheaper cost. You and your team should be pushing to find efficiency in 

this new landscape through bid reductions and strategic bidding and audience strategy 

changes. 

4. Real-Time Geotargeting Analysis. Many outlets are tracking Coronavirus cases 

across the country. For ecommerce advertisers, you may now start to see greatly 

variable performance in different locations based on the variable location impact. Now 

is the time to assess performance data across geography and consider bidding and 

messaging changes. 
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https://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/regularly-updated-list-tracking-marketers-response-coronavirus/2244251
https://openmoves.com/blog/ppc-latest-coronavirus-updates/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-united-states-coronavirus-outbreak/


5. Optimize for More Overall Digital Usage. As reported by the New York Times, 

Facebook usage is soaring through the Coronavirus outbreak. A study from 

GlobalWebIndex shows that 45% of global consumers are spending more time on social 

media apps and messaging tools due to Corona. Our own internal data also suggests 

surging impressions across platforms. For advertisers buying media across broad 

demographics or groups, expect simply more impression volume and adjust accordingly.

6. Expect Changes to Buyer Journey + Attribution. The Financial Times reports that 

major out of home advertising vendors have been badly impacted by Corona - no 

surprise since everyone is staying indoors! For brands that have complex media 

strategies involving multiple channels, be aware of how the collapse of outdoor 

advertising will impact digital. For example, you may see that brand search volume 

declines if you were relying on OOH to drive brand awareness. You may have to bolster 

digital branding efforts to make up for this change in consumer media consumption. 
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https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/24/technology/virus-facebook-usage-traffic.html
https://www.globalwebindex.com/hubfs/1.%20Coronavirus%20Research%20PDFs/GWI%20coronavirus%20findings%20March%202020%20-%20Multi-Market%20data%20(Release%203).pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/21db8d49-2c77-4d05-8fb9-d55d1e89efad
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7. Be Category-Aware and Realistic. In this new reality, some ecommerce categories 

are booming while others suffer. You need to develop a realistic assessment of your 

overall catalog and decide which products have scale opportunity and which are weak. 

Data from Stackline shows recent winners and losers: no surprises that products for 

indoor use and other staples are growing while products based on outdoor activities 

are suffering. You need to align product, promotion and messaging strategy to realistic 

market trends under Coronavirus.

About OpenMoves

We are a performance marketing agency with proven expertise in ecommerce marketing and strongly focused on consumer 

acquisition at scale. In 2019 OpenMoves managed millions of dollars in digital media for online retailers across the country. If your 

marketing team could benefit from efficient, scalable, optimized digital media, contact us today for a consultation and  proposal. 

https://www.stackline.com/news/top-100-gaining-top-100-declining-e-commerce-categories-march-2020

